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"2 - 5" loop discs, Micro-Mesh 3200 AO
"2 - 5" loop discs, Micro-Mesh 2400 AO
"1 - 16 oz. bottle aluminum cutting fluid...
"2 - 5" loop discs, Micro-Mesh 1800 AO
"2 - 5" loop discs, Micro-Mesh 1500 AO
"1 - instructions
"1 - 5" soft interface pad with hook
"1 - 1/4 lb. container aluminum polish
"2 - flannel cloths

Specifications:
"1 - 5" soft interface pad with hook
"1 - 1/4 lb. container aluminum polish

P/N 09-05273 .................... $99.95

FW1 AIR & SEA CLEANING WAX
AIR&SEA Formula uses a proprietary combination of lubricants, cleaning agents, and carnauba wax to lubricate and lift dirt and grime leaving nothing behind. Reduce dr...